Keeping up with all the books written on this subject is nearly impossible; therefore, we have compiled a list of 10 best marketing books carefully curated from research, surveys, reviews, and rating. 10 Best Marketing Books.

1. *The Psychology of Persuasion* by Robert B. Cialdini. One of our best marketing books by Robert B. Cialdini uses a story-like approach to detail the best strategies on how to influence the decision of others. It explains the science of influence using six key principles of persuasion, which are Positioning is another classical book in Marketing, and is the first book to deal with the problems of communicating to a skeptical, media-biased public. This book describes a revolutionary approach to creating a position in a prospective customer’s mind—one that reflects a company’s own strengths and weaknesses as well as those of its competitors. You will also learn:

- Use leading ad agency techniques to capture the biggest market share and become a household name
- Build your strategy around your competition’s Writing. It’s what we do here at Articulate and although we are pretty expert marketing copywriters we still reach for the occasional trusty volumes to remind us of our art and how to improve it. So, in this blog, we share a few of our favourite must read writing and marketing books that you want on your shelf, whether you are an aspiring or experienced writer. The Economist Style Guide - link. The Economist Style Guide is a concise, readable and surprisingly entertaining guide to good business writing.